
Covid 19 Safety Plan 2021 Explanations 

 

This is an Explanation of some of the significant safety plan measures listed in our safety plan.   

 

To avoid confusion, we need to first clarify a few often-misunderstood terms that apply to our 

measures: 

1) Mandatory- required by all without exception. If a player or coach has a disability 

affected by any of these measures alternate participation options can be explored to 

accommodate the player’s medical restrictions and ensure the player’s safety and the 

safety of others.     

2) Required – Activities which are known to reduce transmission and are required by 

order of the PHO, baseball BC and to ensure we maintain our permits.  

3) Strongly recommended but not mandatory. The league recommends measures that 

are known to be effective at reducing the transmission of the virus and we expect 

league members to practice them. However, enforcement puts our coaches and 

volunteers in a difficult situation with their fellow league members should they choose 

to not follow the recommendations. For some measures, the risk of transmission is such 

that we do not require our volunteers to compromise their relationships to enforce 

compliance.  

4) Requested but optional- known to be effective but a matter of personal choice.  

 

1) PHYSICAL DISTANCING – 3 meters as required by Baseball BC 

This is the single most effective measure and must be maximized. 

We recognize that during practice and games it is not always possible to remain separated 3M 

100% of the time and there will be instances of short duration crossing of paths etc. Practices 

and coaching techniques need to be altered to minimize these occasions.  

Distancing Player/Player- Strongly recommended but not mandatory - Participants must 

maintain a physical distance of three metres from one another when not playing and active in 

game play. 

Distancing Coach/Player- Strongly recommended but not mandatory 

 



 

2) SPECTATING  

The recent PHO order allowing small outdoor gatherings of family and close friends does not 

apply to sport spectating and the baseball BC ban on spectating applies.  

Unless a player requires constant parental supervision or assistance, there is no spectating 

allowed.  

This includes no use of the bleachers or diamond side areas. We recommend Moving around 

the park/field and not gathering. (This is an easily observed violation by the bylaws officers who 

check on our compliance and communicate with the league) 

Official game Scorekeepers and pitchcounters can sit in the bleachers.  

ALL DIVISIONS OTHER THAN BLASTBALL- Strongly recommended but not mandatory  

BLASTBALL- Requested but optional.  The league recognizes that Blastball players require 

constant nearby parental assistance.  

3) MASKS  

Masks have been determined to be an effective reduction in transmission of the Covid 19 virus 

and have some lesser effectiveness in reduction of receiving the virus. Here are a few mask 

related observations considered by our Board of Directors: 

-Surrey has a much higher prevalence of Covid 19 than other parts of the province so while 

baseball BC has not directed mask use for the entire province, Whalley has unique risks.  

-We are advised by Fraser health that children under grade 4 are not required to wear masks in 

their classroom because the classroom is considered a low risk limited cohort.  

-We are advised by Fraser health that, in the event of an exposure, teams wearing masks will be 

ordered to monitor for symptoms and continue activities, whereas teams not wearing masks 

will be ordered to isolate from all activities.  

- Hockey or soccer are not the same requirements as baseball. Despite the higher risk 

associated with close contact, these sports and others are considered constant high intensity 

and as such not appropriate for mask wearing (per W.H.O.) They rely on physical distancing 

alone.  

 -Baseball is not high intensity. Physical distancing is difficult to maintain all the time especially 

while practicing indoors so we rely on both distancing and mask use.  

-Transmission between children is less prevalent than from adult to child.  

-It is next to impossible for Coaches to switch their masks on and off in activities that require 

them to move in and out of 3 meters. This results in coaches often not wearing masks while 

near the players.  

With these observations in mind the following mask guidelines apply: 



 

 

COACH MASKS; Outdoors- Mandatory, Indoors – Mandatory 

Note: If a coach is stationed addressing the team from beyond 3 meters, Ex. throwing batting 

practice from the mound or coaching cutoffs from the sidelines, and this exertion requires 

removal of the mask, he/she may remove the mask to address the team, otherwise in all other 

situations, including all one on one coaching and indoor coaching, the above applies.  

PLAYER MASKS: Outdoors- Strongly recommended but not mandatory, Indoors - Mandatory 

 

4) HEALTH CHECK- Required 

The reporting of no symptoms at the time of the attendance is mandated from Viasport and 

Baseball BC. This should not be done in advance. Use the team snap app health check so your 
coach can easily confirm and proceed.   

It is also mandatory that parents report exposure to the virus or any orders received through other 
activities or school so the league may manage these appropriately. 

 

5) EXPOSURE TRACING RECORDS OF ATTENDANCE – Required-  Must be taken at every event 
for all people in attendance and while dropping off (drivers and occupants of car). These records 
must be held for 30 days before being destroyed. (See online logging on google sheet or use 
WLL standard form provided to Managers). This is something the manager would appreciate a 
parent assisting with. 

 

6) DIVISION OF BATHROOM USE - Required  

There are limits on the size of daily attendance using the facilities. Diamonds are assigned to a 

single washroom to ensure those limits are maintained and exposure tracing can be done in 

the event of an exposure. Also, sanitizing of the bathroom touch surfaces is assigned by 

diamond user. Players must use their assigned washroom. Rookie and minor on diamond 5 & 6 

uses East women’s washroom. Major mini and blast ball teams on diamond 2 & 7 use south 

men’s washroom. Bantam and Bantam prep teams on diamond 3 use the North wheelchair 

accessible bathroom.  

Washrooms are not open to the public so the gates remain closed. Managers can either open 

and close the washroom door before and after a practice or send a key at the time of use. The 

small gate at the end of the bleacher area should be used. If the manager chooses to leave the 

door open during practice the gate should be pulled closed so there is no public access.  

 

 

 


